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A new method is proposed where small tilts can be measured with high accuracy even in the presence of a lateral 
shift. For this purpose the speckling of the object, an optically rough surface, is recorded in the Fourier plane before 
and after a tilt. By illuminating the developed plate with a laser, fringes with spacings inversely proportional to the 
tilt angle can be observed. 

1. Introduction 

The holographic techniques to study small three- 
dimensional movements were analysed extensively by 
many scientists the last few years and a few references 
will be given only [l-l]. Methods of applying speckl- 
ing for the measurement of in-plane translations were 
also investigated recently by a number of authors 

[5-131. 
In the present work, speckling is applied to mea: 

sure tilts occurring in the presence of other move- 
ments, very accurately. With the holographic methods 
[l-4], the analysis of tilts in the presence of lateral 

movements, for instance, is rather complicated and 
the determination of the adequate plane of localisa- 

ticn of the interference fringes is usually not very ac- 
curate. These problems do not occur by the applica- 
tion of speckling to the study of three-dimensional 
movements and in addition no reference wave is 

needed. The method to be proposed will therefore be 
a very useful engineering tool. 

In the present method two or more practically iden- 

tical speckle patterns of the optically rough object sur- 
face, before and after the tilts, are recorded in the 
Fourier plane of the object. Illuminating the developed 
photographic plate with a laser beam yields the Young 
interference fringes with a spacing inversely propor- 
tional to the tilt angle. A brief theory supported by 
experimental data will be given. 

2. Study of the fringes obtained from the speckle pat- 
terns recorded in the Fourier plane of the object 

We assume that the smallest tilt to be measured in- 

duces a shift of the speckles in the Fourier plane at 
least as large as the smallest speckle dimension, which 
is inversely porportional to the lateral size of the ob- 
ject field [ 14-171. 

It was shown [5-131 that by recording two iden- 

tical but shifted speckle patterns by double exposure 
in the image plane, for instance, Young’s fringes are 
obtained in its Fraunhofer plane, when illuminated 

Fig. 1. Arrangement to record the speckles in the Fourier 
plane. 
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with coherent light. Their spacing is inversely propor- 

tional to the lateral shift of the speckle pattern. In de- 
riving the appropriate equations use has been made of 
the fact, that a lateral shift in the object- or image 

plane, respectively, yields a phase factor proportional 
to the shift in the Fourier domain, which is common- 
ly realized in the rear focal plane of a lens with focal 
length fi. The novel feature of the experiments re- 
ported here is, that the shift in the plane where the 
speckling is recorded is due to a tilt in another plane. 
A tilt by an angle y (fig. 1) changes the original wave- 
front 

A(4) exp [(27i% sin P)/V 

into 

A(&) exp [(2niE sin 0)/h] exp [27rilA/X] 

(X = wavelength in vacuum). But this leads to a lateral 
shift of the original speckle pattern 

a [x - (sin P)/h] 

in the Fourier plane, namely 

a [x - (sin @/A - A/x]. 

After photographic development of the doubly ex- 

posed plate with 

lu [x - (sin P)/X] I2 + la [x - (sin 0)/h - A/Xl I2 , 

another Fourier transform in coherent light is per- 
formed yielding Young’s fringes. An additional lateral 

shift of the object introduces a linear phase change 
proportional to it in the Fourier plane of the object 
and has therefore no consequence since we record the 

intensity only. 
The shift A needs now to be found for an oblique 

incident plane wave, which is very convenient to sim- 
plify the experiments. Contrary to the analysis of in- 
plane movements, where the speckling is recorded in 
the image plane, the fringe spacing obtained in the 
proposed way is a function of the incident angle B of 
the illumination (fig. 6). Furthermore the one-dimensi- 
onal notation is chosen to simplify the writing. If the 
center of rotation is at H as shown in fig. 1, the iden- 
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tical point PI on the rough surface moves to P2 intro- 
ducing an optical path change into the incident oblique 
wave of 

[Qp,l = I sin $ cos (P-37) 

= (&&) Y co3 P (1) 

for small tilts y and by assuming the refractive index 
in air to be 1. The total change of the original identi- 
cal wave front 

49 exp K2niF sin P)hl 

is therefore 

A(f) exp [(27r@ sin P)hl exp KWr/~l 

X exp [(24-t$r ~0s PIhI . 

The original identical speckle patterns 

a Lx - (sin P)/X 1 

in the Fourier plane is therefore shifted and can be 
written as 

a [x - (sin /3)/X - r( 1 + cos @/A 

X exp [(2n@uT cos /3)/X] . 

The recorded intensity i(x) is by neglecting constants 

i(x) 2=3 la [x - (sin @/Xl I2 + laix - (sin /3)/h - 

- */(l + cos /I)] 12. (2) 

From the width A[’ of the cosine fringes obtained in 
the Fourier plane of the coherently illuminated devel- 
oped photographic plate the tilt in the object is found 
to be 

“fl 
’ =fll + cos@A$ ’ 

where.f and fi are the focal lengths of the lens systems 
used to perform the Fourier transform from the ob- 
ject and photographic plate respectively. In addition 
the cosine fringes are multiplied by the square of the 
autocorrelation of the object field. 
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Fii. 2. Photographs of the fringes obtained from an Al-plate (@ = 45”) for (a) doubly exposed speckle pattern with a tilt of 
7E = 90” introduced between the exposures; (b) two doubly exposed speckle pattern with tilts of yYF = 60” in the plane of 

,a and rn = 60” perpendicular to it for the third exposure. 

Some experimental results obtained are displayed 
in fig. 2 for tilts introduced in the plane of /3 (fig. 1) 

The intensity Fi-,(x)12 + &(@I2 is recorded on a 
photographic plate which is Ndeveloped and then illu- 

and perpendicular to it and a close agreement be- minated with coherent light, 
tween the experimental results and the theory was In the Fourier plane of the plate we obtain by ne- 
achieved. glecting all the constants 

The approach was then extended to multiply ex- 
posed speckle patterns where N tilts were introduced 
between the (iV + 1) exposures (fig. 3). 

A;&‘) =J {lZ&x)12 + lq(x)12} exp [2rriu’x] do, 

(6) 

3. Double exposure with two beam illumination 

In a further brief study the analysis for two illumi- 
nating plane waves incident at the angles P1 and P2 to 
the perpendicular of the object will be considered. The 
Fourier transforms obtained are similar to those of the 
previous section but for two beam illumination, name- 
ly before the tilt 

q)(x) = “1 [x - (sin Pl)l.Xl + a2 [x - ~~W~)~il (4) 

and after the tilt 

q(x) = a& - (sin /+)/A - (1 + cos P&/Xl 

X exp [(2n&-g cm P#d 

+ az[x - (sin &)/A - (1 + cm S&lx1 

x exp [@&-Jr cm P#l ’ (5) 

where U’ = t)f/f,(&!’ = rectangular coordinate in the 
Fourier plane;f,fI focal lengths). Expanding the above 
experession yields cross terms such as 

s Q& - (sin Pl)/X - (1 + cos (I&/h] 

X 9 tx - (sin P2)lA - (1 + cos P&/xl;exp [2ti’x] dx 

Fig. 3. Photograph of the fringes pbtained from a multiple 
exposed speckle pattern recorded in the Fourier plane of a Cuplate 
with 6 equal tilts of T# = 30” bet&en the 7 exposures (p = 45”). 
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(a) fb) 
Fig. 4. Photographs of the fringes obtained by a ground glass as the object and two illuminating beams with unequal angles of inci- 
dence pl = 30°, p2 = 55” but in the plane of fii. l.(a) for doubly exposed speckle pattern with a tilt of rg = 60” (TV = 7 in fig. 1); 

(b) for doubly exposed speckle patterns with a tilt of 7q = 60” perpendicular to TV. 

They can, however, be neglected since we integrate 
over a rapidly varying phase. 

The terms making the most significant contribu- 
tions are 

J{ lal[x - (sin &)/Xl I2 + la2[x - (sin /32)/X] I2 

+ lq[x - (sin 01)/X - (1 + cos @y/X] 12 

t la2 [x - (sin /32)/h - (1 + cos P9y/h] 12} 

X exp [2niu’x] dx 

and the significant contribution to the intensity of the 
above expression leads to 

q#‘) = 4Qd’) 0 A;;(-u’)l2 

x (1 + [cos(2nu’)y/X] [l + (cos 01 + cos /32)/2] 

x [cos(2nu’)y/X](cos 01 - cos p2)/2} ) 

where A#‘) is the Fourier transform of a(x) and B 
indicates convolution. The cosine fringes in the above 
expression are therefore modulated by 

[cos (2nu’)r/X] (cos p1 - cos P2)/2 . 

For /I1 = f p2 the same results as for one beam illumi- 
nation are obtained. 

There is a close agreement between the theoretical 
results and the experiments. In fig. 4 we see the ex- 
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perimental results for a two beam illumination of the 
object and with the speckling recorded in the Fourier 
plane for 0, f Oz. Tilts were introduced in two direc- 
tions perpendicular to each other. The modulation of 
the fringe pattern is clearly visible. The experimental 
details will be given in the next section. From expres- 
sion (7) the tilt can be calculated from the separation 
of the interference fringes A$. 

4. Experimental procedure 

For our applications a He-Ne laser of 18 mW pow- 
er and a wavelangth of h= 632,8 mn was used as a 
light source. For convenience, the Agfa-Gevaert 
Scientia 8E75 plates were chosen for the registration 
of the speckles. Exposure times of a few seconds were 
necessary. No special care needed to be taken in order 
to obtain fringes of good contrast. A jig was designed 
to introduce known tilts into the object illuminated 
by one or two plane waves. For comparison, the tilts 
introduced were measured very accurately by auto- 
collimation. It should be noted that the axis of rota- 
tion need not coincide with the object surface under 
test. The additional lateral shift introduced in this way 
had practically no effects on the tilt fringes observed. 
The developed photographic plate was illuminated by 
a converging spherical wave from the He-Ne laser and 
the fringes displayed and photographed in the focal 
plane. The bright spot in the center is due to the urr 
diffracted light. Fringes could also be seen in white 
light. 
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Fig. 5. Results of the experiments where the inverse fringe 
spacing l/At’ is plotted against the measured tilts introduced, 
theoretical results are drawn - - - for p = 50” and -tfor 
pl = 30”, p2 = 55”. o indicates the measurements with an addi- 

tional lateral shift of 40 fim. 
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Fig. 6. A typical result of the experiments where the fringe 
spacing was measured for a given tilt of rE = 60” whereK/At’ 
is plotted on the abscissa (K = frh(frE) and 1 + cos p on the 
ordinate for different angles of mcldence (points marked by 

o corresponds to tilts rq = 60”) (vE I ~~1. 

Typical results are shown on the photographs where 
the doubly or multiply exposed speckle patterns were 
recorded in the Fourier plane of the object. Fringes of 

good contrast were obtained (fig. 2a) from a single 
tilt (yc; = 7 in fig. 1) and equidistant fringes perpen- 
dicular to each other from tilts rE and 7, introduced 
in turn (fig. 2b) (rE IT,). 

A familiar picture is obtained by N + 1 multiple ex- 
posures with N equal tilts between them as from a set 
of N + 1 identical equidistant pinholes of equal trans- 

mission. In between the main maxima, there occur 
N - 1 almost equally spaced intermediate maxima 
considerably weaker than the main ones [ 131. The 
multiple beam fringes become sharper when the num- 
ber of equal tilts is increased and at the same time the 
number of intermediate maxima increases. A typical 

example is shown in fig. 3, where 7 exposures were 
introduced with 6 equal tilts between them. 

Applying two plane waves to illuminate the object 
at different angles leads to the additional modulation 

of the interference fringes due to the tilt as shown in 
fig. 4 (where the till angles yg IT,). 

A vey good linear’\elationship was obtained between 
the inverse of the frinke spacing and the tilt angle intro- 
duced (fig. 5) (for a given angle of incidence). In fig. 6 
(1 t cos 0) is plotted as function of K/At’ for different 
incidence angles keeping y constant (60”). Although 
the equipment for this experiment.was not very sophis- 
ticated, an agreement of better than 4 percent with the 
theory was achieved for the angles investigated, but a 
further study may be useful. The results obtained did 
not seem to depend much on the roughness of the ob- 
ject, but its scale should be fine enough to spread the 
light over an adequate area in the Fourier plane. We 
observed a slight decrease in contrast for a coarse sur- 
face roughness (very coarse ground glass). If the light 
is multiply scattered, for example by translucend sur- 

faces, the speckle pattern becomes non-correlated and 
no fringes are visible. 

The author would like to thank the Director of the 
Institute of Applied Physics and the Department of 

Industrial Research at the ETH-Z, Professor Dr. E. 
Baumann, for the support of the work. Thanks are 
futher due to Professor Th. Hutig for reading the 

manuscript and A. Pochelon for helping with some of 
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